Golf

RESULTS FROM TILDEN PARK

GROSS

HOWARD FISHER ------74
ROSS BROWN--64
RESUM SINGH-------76
A. AIELLO----------76

NETS

VINNIE PAUL ------65
DWIGHT DENO-------66
GRADY SIMRIL-----66
BOB KLINESTEKER--67
TARSEM SINGH-----68
RUSS TSUTSUI------68
KURT BOSTAD-------69
FRANK BARBERIO----69

MEETINGS

OCTOBER - TURLOCK, Joint Meeting with Central

OCTOBER 21-22 "Golf Course Design Principles"
GCSAA Sponsored Seminar
Castlewood CC, Pleasanton

NOVEMBER

Sharon Heights, Menlo Park

DECEMBER 4

Rancho Canada, Carmel [Annual Christmas Party]

January

Diablo Creek, Concord